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The 
magnificent 
Septimius 
Serverus 
Arch, built in 
AD 203 for 
the visit of its 
august natal 
son, is still the 
dramatic 
entry point 
into Leptis 
Magna.
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C
onsidered by many to be the 
best-preserved city of the Ro-
man Empire, Leptis Magna, 
a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site, lies 130 km east of modern day Trip-
oli on the Mediterranean Sea.    

Among its many amazing sights is the 
huge Hadrianic baths completed in 
137AD using different colored marble for 
columns, facings, walls and floors.  

At its zenith, when local man Septimius 
Serverus became Roman Emperor in 
187AD, Leptis rivaled Rome itself with 
its new civic center built to high quality 
architectural and urban design by crafts-
men drawn from Asia Minor and else-
where.  The Forum, Basilica, temples and 
enlarged port are still sufficiently well pre-
served today to evoke much of its former 
glory.    

The amphitheater lying to the east of the 
city is undoubtedly a highlight of Leptis. 
It appears unexpectedly at the feet of the 
unsuspecting visitor as the amphitheater, 
created in 46AD, was built in a former 
quarry.  

Picture 16,000 people, dignitaries at the 
bottom in seats with their names on them 
– they are still there today – then upwards 
in strict order of hierarchy to the women 
who sat at the top in the shade.  Woe be-
tide any who forgot their station! It is re-
corded that one such man was banished 
from the city for presuming to sit in a 
high station seat.

Previous page: In the top façade is the 
famous relief of Septimius and his eldest 
son Caracalla in front of his younger 
son Geta and wife Julia Domna in the 
presence of Hercules and Tyche.

The arch has two unusual features: its 
pairs of columns supporting pointed 
pediments above are clearly not of 
classical design; and the construction 
material in limestone is designed in 
Punic cubits whilst the marble veneer is 
in Roman feet, which suggests this was 
a pre-existing arch adapted hurriedly. 
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This theater is the earliest surviving theater in North Africa.  In Greek 
style, its lower seating is cut out of the natural rock, but the upper 
tiers are supported by Roman style sub-structures.  The façade 
above the entrance to the right of the figure in the photograph is 
interesting, because it records in both Latin and Punic languages, 
that the theater was built by Annobal Tapapius Rufus in AD 1/2.
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The Marsigh (Berbers) migrated to North Africa from Arabia 
around 3000BC.   Successive migrations in the 7th and 10th 
centuries AD drove them into the Jebal Nafusah mountainous 
area which ends in a 120 meter cliff to the south of the flat coastal 
plain in Western Libya. 

The Berbers’ customs and language were repressed for the past 
forty years, with the Spring festivals reduced and discouraged.  It 
was forbidden to teach their unique alphabet in the schools, but it 
continued to be handed down to each successive generation and 
was proudly shown to all visitors. 

Above:  A young Berber girl performs in traditional colorful dress 
during the annual spring festival.  Each Berber town holds these 
centuries old festivities during the spring with music, dancing 
and camel races. 

Top left:  There are many Qasrs or granary stores of considerable 
antiquity in Libya,  but this one in Nalut (western Libya almost 
on the Tunisian border) set on a spur on the edge of the 
escarpment, is of a different design with its four narrow streets 
and no internal courtyard.  Easily visible are the platforms from 
which to hoist grain into the family space above. Olive oil casks 
were stored in rooms below ground level. These 500 granary 
rooms with their single point of entry provided a protected well-
defended area against attack and a bulwark against famine.

Left:  This house window is set on the very edge of the 
escarpment cliff in the abandoned fortress village of Termeisa. 
The village is perched above a sheer 120m drop to the Jafarah 
plain below. In 1914, a late Roman period inscribed block with 
Christian monogram flanked by stylized palm trees was found in 
the village mosque – it is now in the Leptis Magna museum. New 
modern houses were built in the 1980’s and the inhabitants of 
these ancient villages were encouraged to move out.
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  These two Qasrs are built in the more traditional 
circular style of storage rooms encircling a large 
internal central courtyard, but they are still 
guarded by just one point of entry and have the 
same purpose as the Qasr in Nalut.  

No Qasr can be accurately dated earlier than 
mediaeval times, because they are built of 
stone rubble bound by mud and gypsum 
which must be renewed at regular intervals 
after the winter rains.  

Without this annual maintenance work, they 
can deteriorate rapidly. Luckily they have 
acquired a new purpose as tourist sites since 
they are no longer needed defensively or for 
storage so they are being repaired. 

Right:  Qasr al Haj is one of the most 
spectacular and well preserved of all the 
many granaries in the Jebal Nafusah. 
However, despite what local guides and 
the Lonely Planet Guide say, it is entirely 
coincidental that the number of storage 
rooms is equal to the 114 suras in the Quran 
since the Qasr grew organically upwards as 
more cells were required over the centuries.

Above:  In the Qasr at Kabaw the storage rooms are not the least bit orderly with upper floors projecting over the 
lower ones.  This Qasr is unusual with its storage rooms honeycombed beneath the central courtyard in a network 
ofunnels accessed from all sides.
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Phoenician and Roman boats docked in this perfectly 
formed natural port of hewn rock cut to provide a 
haven from the violent mediterranean storms along 
an inhospitable lee shore. The lure is the sweet water 
just 150m away up the beach which still draws people 
today.  Unique Villa Silin, the most complete 1st century 
Roman villa in the world, is under an hour’s walk away.  
Leptis Magna at 20 km to the east, and Garabouli some 
40 km to the west, are the next sources of sweet water – a 
long haul by sail boat in ancient times.

Given the long beautiful sandy beaches and cliffs with 
coves fringing clear unpolluted sea and a coastline of 1, 
770 kilometers, the visitor can choose peace and quiet 
or mix with the crowds at the well-ordered popular 
beaches.  These have clean rush huts for hire at extremely 
reasonable rates and BBQ areas – Libyans love to BBQ 
with their families on the weekends.



Ghardarmes – considered by many to be the most perfect oasis town in the 
Sahara is an ancient city dating back some 5000 years. It owed much of its 
prosperity to its pre-eminent position on the caravan slaving route.  These 
days, its prosperity relies almost entirely on tourism.

The white-washed old city is divided into seven quarters each with its own 
courtyard, school, mosque and entrance gate.  Covered walkways with evenly 
spaced skylights kept the place cool during the hot summer months.  

Women, by tradition, were confined to their houses and the roof-tops 
only. These roofs interconnect allowing access to the entire town without 
descending to the street.  

The women held a weekly women only market, were allowed to re-marry on 
the death of their husband and inherit one-eighth of his estate.

Top right  The Tayibiyeh Sufi Madressah in Ghardarmes has a lovely small 
courtyard and good views from its roof. 

Bottom right: Ghardames old city has 21 mosques.  This mosque nestles 
against the city wall beside orchards and gardens.
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Viewed from the peak of a sand dune, the 
first sight of the Ubari Lakes is unforgettable.  
The intense blue lakes fringed with green 
palms amid satisfyingly high sand-dunes will 
give any traveler the deepest satisfaction after 
a drive through the monotonous monotone 
color of the desert. Intensive farming unfor-
tunately has drained seven of the 11 lakes in 
the area.  

Many visitors swim in these inviting waters, 
and enjoy the peculiar buoyancy achieved 
from the concentrated salt water which is as 
dense as that of the Dead Sea.

Even though there can be many tourists 
converging in 4x4s, there is enough space 
for everyone to have their own campsite out 
of sight of others.  As night falls and supper 
has been eaten, there is absolute silence.  The 
sky is seen in its full depth and resolution 
as there is none of the light pollution seen 
in cities or towns.  If you are lucky, fennec 
foxes will creep shyly into the outer glow of 
the camp fire.

You may feel you are alone, but in the 
morning tiny footprints all around your tent 
betray a richness of life that emerges in the 
cool of the night.
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Above and Below:  Both these mosaics come from a rectangular ‘Four Seasons’ set of ten 2nd Century AD panels in 
the Villa Dar Buc-Ammera at Zlitan. A very popular theme.  In the mosaic above, the glum face with wings is ‘Spring’ 
and the Nile scene below stylizes fishermen rowing a reed boat among waterbirds.The four seasons with winter at the 
top are in the center flanked by two sets of three panels in a vertical row to the left and right showing scenes of life 
on the Nile. 

The complete set of ten mosaic panels are in the Tripoli museum. 

Right:  This outdoor floor mosaic, with a rich variety of 
geometric patterns bordered by an outer margin of 
quacking ducks, luxuriant foliage and pygmies, is noted 
for its humor. The pygmies, wearing amphorae shards on 
their heads, are shown running with cooking pots, fighting 
(and losing to) ducks,  or doing battle with crocodiles. 

These so-called ‘Nilotic’ scenes were so common that 
the craftsmen could have come from Carthage, Italy or 
Egypt. 

The mosaic is in Villa Silin, one of the most complete 
1st/2nd century luxury Roman Villas still in existence 
anywhere in the world. When it was built, it was only one 
of many villas to be found on the coast that stretches from 
Tripoli to Misrata.

Villa Silin is noted for its magnificent mosaic of a chariot 
race at the hippodrome at nearby Leptis Magna. The 
starting gates, racing chariots and dancing fountains in 
the spina can be clearly identified.
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Having the advantage of the largest and safest natural harbour along the whole North African Coast, sweet water and a 
fertile hinterland made Western Libya a much fought for prize.   Tripoli’s architecture reflects this in its mix of Roman, 
Byzantine, Turkish and Italian buildings in varying levels of decay vying for space with modern crumbling blocks amid 
luxurious five star hotels. 

Its long lineage is most appreciated in the rambling beautiful Medina (old city) in which re-used Corinthian columns are 
found in many of the mosques, caravanserais and old houses or merely incorporated into the walls of the later buildings.   
The heart of the old city crossroads is still marked by four Corinthian columns which, standing no more than 2.5 meters 
high, demonstrate that the  ‘modern’ medina was merely built on top of the Roman city of Oea.  The lovely 2nd century 
AD Marcus Aurelius Gate on its western side owes its intact existence to a legend promising dire consequences to any who 
remove a stone!

With all its undoubted natural resources and small population numbers, perhaps free Libya will again achieve its former 
pre-eminence - only this time in charge of its own destiny. Ω

Left:  The Zummit 
Hotel has offered 
hospitality to travelers 
for more than 200 
years.   

Built as a two-storey 
Turkish caravanserai 
next to the Roman 
period Marcus 
Aurelius gate on the 
western side of the 
Old city, the Zummit is 
a good choice for an 
atmospheric lunch or 
evening meal.  

Visitors had fewer 
expectations of 
rooms or spaciousness 
in earlier times and 
certainly those at 
the Zummit are not 
generous by modern 
standards.

Right:  This traditional 
caravanserai in the 
heart of the old city 
is also of Turkish era 
design and now 
uses its rooms to sell 
carpet,  gold and 
jewelry and wedding 
gifts.   

Note the Roman 
Corinthian columns 
on both the lower 
and upper floors 
and geometric tiled 
floor.   Gharyan, just 
120 km to the south, 
is still a thriving area 
of craftsmen working 
the high quality clay 
in the area.
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Text: Hilary Munro   Photographs: George Fakhry

By Design
a Garden

 deSIgn
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That this spectacular garden is an achievement of some-
one with a passion for gardening is obvious. That 
Medhat Khalil is not a professional landscape gardener 
makes this garden even more special. Medhat is a busi-

nessman and entrepreneur in the IT industry, but gardening is his 
hobby, which he pursues with knowledge and dedication at every 
available opportunity.

Previous Page:  A spiky succulent plant, the serated narrow 
leaf of the Bear Grass (Dasylirion serratifolium), is a stunning 
architectural plant.  This desert plant, with its need for full sun 
and little water, is a good choice for the Egyptian garden.

Left: A wonderful peaceful scene, with the fronds of the 
Elephants foot sago tree (Cycas Crinalis) dipping gracefully 
towards the pool.  Purple and white striped Petunias provide 
the perfect foil and splash of color. 

This pond is a low maintenance and low cost water feature 
needing only a pump and aquarium filtration system to support 
both fish and plants. “For water lilies, you need a water depth 
of around 90cm,” advises Medhat, “and a few fish, to have a 
good natural equilibrium system.” The water is cleaned twice a 
year and slow-release fertilizers added to the aquatic plants. 

Below: Bold red Petunias, white Alyssum and blue Lobelia contrast 
to the delicate yellow pastel shades of the water lilies in the pool.



Planning and building such a complex 
natural environment requires a great 
deal of forethought and planning. 
Wisely, this garden is planted to thrive 
in the Egyptian climate and latitude 
with its low rainfall, plentiful sunlight 
and light sandy soil.  

The garden plan is mainly deep herba-
ceous borders with large mature trees 
providing the main infrastructure and 
under-planting with a rich collection 
of free flowering perennials. Many 
shrubs and perennials flower season-
ally, but these are placed in groups so 
that there is always a touch of color at 
any time of the year. 

Hardscape, the pools and rock sur-
round, are the non plant man-made 
part of this garden and provide the 
foundation or backdrop to the gar-
den.  Their purpose is to set the 
tone through the choice of materials 
contrasting softening water features 
against a contrasting hardscape con-
tour. 

One high maintenance luxury feature 
has been permitted – the luxuriant 
green lawn  – this feature, as all gar-
deners know in these climes, require 
a great deal of care with fertilizer and 
insecticide programs and a great deal 
of water daily.

Hardscape shaded seating areas and 
many pathways invite visitors to con-
sider new aspects and different plays 
of light.

Right: Hardscape features of pink 
Egyptian granite form the water 
fall with rocks set against the white 
pebble dash surrounding the pool.  
Red salvia is used to great effect 
behind the waterfall before the 
different textures of green.   

Papyrus grows to the right of the 
Salvia behind the lovely graceful 
shape of the Sago Tree (Cycas 
Crinalis) planted within the pond on 
its own island.  Who could resist sitting 
beside this shady pond amongst 
a profusion of flowers with fish 
swimming lazily under the water lilies?
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Medhat began this informal private garden of about 1,400 square meters some time ago to enhance the beauty of the 
grounds surrounding his house.  Like all successful gardens, it has been carefully planned and planted to provide an im-
pression of artless simplicity. Many pathways entice the curious to enjoy new aspects and views. 

Fortunately, for those who do not have the expertise or green fingers to create a lovely garden, but nevertheless have the 
space and desire to create one,  there are many professional landscape gardeners and plant nurseries who can turn a vision 
into reality. Ω

Egypt is a wonderful place to source the hardscape man-made features which are the essential frame to any garden. Pink 
granites from Aswan, Porphyry from the Red Sea valued for its density and strength, polished limestones and marble.  The 
modern architect and landscape designer is walking in ancient footsteps when choosing and placing these lovely stones, 
as any excursion to any Pharoanic or Roman historical site can attest - and through all the centuries since.  And remains 
a major export of Egypt today.

Egyptian companies specialising in water features, waterfalls and pools, are easily found.  They can advise on how to cre-
ate a water feature to complement the landscape plan and create a water-tight lined pool complete, if wished, with plants 
and fish.Other companies will provide maintenance contracts to keep both the water quality and the pumps working well. 

Left: A close-up of the magnificent 
roots of Thatch Screwpine (Pandanus 
Tectorius).  A native of the Pacific and 
north Queensland, this tree grows well in 
sandy soils. 

It prefers full sunlight, but will tolerate 
some shade. The fruit can be used in 
jam and its fibers are valuable as natural 
dental floss.  Clustered round the base of 
the tree are deep blue Lobelia flowers, a 
free flowering annual.

Right: A wonderful display of mauve 
and blue Lobelia with the deeply lobed 
broad young hollyhock (Alcea) leaves 
pushing through showing spring promise 
– a good example of the planning in this 
garden to provide color in all seasons.
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The hardscape feature of pool and 
waterfall provide a dramatic counter-
weight to the garden.   The white stri-
ated waterfall feature has inset lights 
on the flowing water so it remains a 
focus at night. 

The pool’s crystal clear water is main-
tained by a similar system to a swim-
ming pool – a chemical purification 
system that includes a pump, a sand 
filter, and a chlorinator.  

No fish or plants can grow here, of 
course.  Blue tiles line the pool to em-
phasise its color which is contrasted 
by the natural colored pebble-dash 
pool hardscape surround.

The full richness of the landscaping in 
this gardevn is captured in this photo-
graph. Clearly the garden is not only 
ornamental, but also includes fruiting 
trees such as Papaya and Medjool date 
palm. 

In the mixed planting of this her-
baceous border, different textures, 
colors and shapes combine to pro-
vide interest. The highest trees are 
the ornamental Cuban Royal Palm 
(Roystonea Regia) and Toddy Fishtail 
Palm (Caryota Urens), so called from 
the shape of its leaves and because the 
sap yields an unrefined sugar called 
jaggery, provide the high notes.  Both 
are well adapted to the Mediterranean 
climate. 

The mid-level of the border is cap-
tured by the sago tree (Cycas Crinalis) 
and pink iceberg roses.  Underplant-
ing interposes sharp clumps of color.  

 In the foreground, a Papaya (Carica 
papaya) with ripe fruit overhangs the 
pool.  Behind the water feature, and 
contrasting its white façade, is the 
fast growing Areca Palm (Chrysalido-
carpus Lutescens) Deglet Noor Date 
Palms (Phoenix Dactylifera) .  Both 
plants are drought tolerant and re-
quire low maintenance and provide 
good screening. Ω
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